Why Choose Informed Sport Certified Products?

Informed Sport is trusted worldwide for providing athletes, armed forces members and consumers around the globe with assurance for their supplements through every-batch banned substance testing.

What makes Informed Sport the right choice for you?

- 2500+ different certified products options to fit your supplementation needs
- Certified products sold in more than 127 different countries
- Certified products from more than 325 of the world’s top nutrition brands stemming from 40 different countries

Informed Sport is recognised worldwide by 100+ organisations including sporting bodies, anti-doping groups & nutrition industry professionals

LGC, the company behind Informed Sport, tests over sports nutrition 22,000 samples per year.

The Informed Sport mobile app offers supplement searching on-the-go including scanning product label barcodes and confirming tested batches. The app has been downloaded in 88+ countries.

Follow @wetestyoutrust to see our newest certified products.